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Presentation Notes
Introduction – motivation/why this class existsMalware Architecture – Quick review of malware analysis process and what we’re usually looking for, how malware is generally designedMalware Configurations – Different ways you can embed configurations, and examples of what we’ve seenBinary Patching and Inline Hooking – Different techniques that can be used to modify a compiled binary. These will work with binaries that are running or on diskReal world example - .NET is the go-to language for writing Red Team tools right now. One of the goal of this class is to connect what most Red Teams might be used to using (.NET/Powershell) with lower-level windows internals 
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Ryan Warns
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 Career trajectory:

– Reversed malware 

– Wrote malware

– Reversed malware

– Repurposed malware

– ???
 Presented at BlackHat, Infiltrate, CSW
 Fun fact: met wife on Counter-Strike

– Also almost broke up with wife because of Counter-Strike 
 Gen 1 Cyberdawg
 Likes Windows Internals, Binary Exploitation, and long walks on the bach
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FireEye/Mandiant
 3 Main Services
Consultancy 

– Red Teams
– Incident Response
 Endpoint Security

– Tools & Associated Monitoring
 Intelligence

– Malware families, actors, APT groups, etc.
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FLARE Team
 In-depth Reverse Engineering

– Malware Analysis for hundreds of clients

– Host and network decoders

– Break things
 Tools

– Internal and external

– Make ourselves and investigators more efficient

– Advance the overall community (Won Volatility contest, Malware Analysis Tools, CTF Hosting)
 Training – Internal and External

– Black Hat, Private Companies, Internal Education, etc.
 Improve Detections and Context of Alerts
 FLARE On
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Presentation Notes
We use tickets…
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Community Presence
Get our code - https://github.com/fireeye/

 Read our blog - http://www.fireeye.com/blog

Watch our webinars - https://www.brighttalk.com/search?q=flare

 Read our whitepapers - Synful Knock, WMI Defense and Offense

 Play with our free tools - https://www.fireeye.com/services/freeware.html

– FLOSS, FakeNet-NG, FLARE VM
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Malware Analysis
Malware analysis is the art of dissecting malicious software to:

– Understand how it works

– Discover how to identify it

– Plan to remove it

Goals of malware analysis:
– How can you detect malware within networks?

– How can you tell if a host is infected?

– What are the general capabilities of the malicious software? 
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Malware Indicators – Host-Based
 Host-based indicators (HBIs) describe artifacts that malware leaves on a host

 Used to identify if an individual system is compromised

 HBIs can be anything unique about a sample:

– File characteristics – size, hashes, names

– Characteristics unique to the binary – strings, PDB paths

– Changes made to the system – registry keys, created files, created directories

– Other changes made to the system – named mutexes, started processes
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Malware Indicators – Network-Based
 Network Based Indicators (NBIs) are unique characteristics of malware’s 

communications over a network

 NBIs are used to identify infected systems on a network

 Network indicators are meant to identify unique details of network traffic

– Domains and IP addresses

– Protocols and ports

– HTTP User-Agent strings

– Unique patterns or data formats used by the sample
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Malware Classifications - Capabilities
 When analyzing a sample it is useful to categorize malware into broad categories

 Sample categories:
– Backdoor/Remote Access Trojan (RAT) – provides an attacker the ability to run commands on the infected 

system remotely

– Downloaders –contacts a remote system to download additional binaries

– Ransomware – encrypts files on a system to extort money from the infected

– Crypto Currency Miner – uses a system’s resources to mine crypto currency

– Credential Stealer – extracts saved passwords from various locations on a system

 A sample may implement any combination of the above behaviors
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Malware Analysis is Iterative
Malware Analysis is not:

– Static Analysis tells me the first 30%

– Dynamic Analysis tells me the next 40%

– Disassembly/Debugging tells me the rest

 Rather:
– Maybe Static Analysis tells me 90%

– … or Dynamic Analysis tells me nothing

– … or on my 500th backdoor you open the command handler in IDA and know instantly
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Write your own, etc
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Ransomware
 Ransomware:

– Iterates through files on an infected system 
– Encrypts or destroys them
– May use a custom or standard encryption algorithm 
– May (not) extort victims for decryption keys
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Ransomware? Who cares?

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One week, it’s been worse
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Ransomware? Who cares?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total damages for ransomware hit 11.5 billion in 2019
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Ransomware - Analysis
We see ransomware all the time

– All the time

Common questions:
– What extension does the ransomware use when renaming files

– Can we extract the ransom note

– Can the files be decrypted after the sample has run?
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Ransomware - Analysis
Q&A Time

 You’re given a sample with our usual questions, and are asked to write a 
report

 You, probably, don’t have an encyclopedic knowledge of encryption 
algorithms

Where do you start?

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s not really a wrong answer here really
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Ransomware - Analysis
 1) Iterates through files on an infected system 
 2) Opens, encrypts, and writes files

 Think: If I were writing a ransomware, how would I do this?
– Then think: where do I look to find this in the binary?

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ransomware and other malware samples can be really large. Day-to-day malware analysis is about being able to efficiently look through a binary and basically only reverse engineering what we care about
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Ransomware – File Encryption
Multiple approaches to encrypting files

– Creates new files, adds extension, deletes or overwrites the old
 ReadFile

 WriteFile

 DeleteFile

 MoveFile

– In-place encryption, no new file or extension
 CreateFileMapping

 MapViewOfFile

 FlushViewOfFile

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the only two work flows to modify files for ransomwareYou might be asking “what about fopen”…
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A Quick Detour – The Windows API
 Application Programming Interface (API)

– The source code interface provided by an operating system or library that defines the services 
provided by said operating system or library

– TL;DR This is how you talk to Windows
 Every user application (including malware) must leverage the Windows API 

to do work
Windows has evolved over the years, but many of the core Windows APIs 

have been largely unchanged for 30 years
– Microsoft’s commitment to backwards compatibility 
 The Windows API is documented in the MSDN Library.

– Available online or can be installed locally through versions of Visual Studio 

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Windows API is (usually, for most things) the only way to do stuff on Windows, whether you’re a legitimate developer or a malware authorWhat this means for us, the malware analyst, is for a lot of malicious functionality eventually you will get to a point where you can open a function in IDA, see the APIs its using, ignore their parameters almost completely and already know what that function is doing. Most keyloggers look the same, most injection functions look the same, etc.This is also why it can be helpful for aspiring malware analysts to pursue writing malware themselves. Once you understand why you need to use certain APIs it will be quicker to associate what a malware author was trying to do. Also, the more malicious code you write, the more stability issues you need to debug, which can help you rule out and avoid mechanics you might otherwise waste time reverse engineering (such as synchronization code, etc)
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A Quick Detour – Subsystem DLLs
 Different subsystem DLLs provide different groups of functionality
 The main ones you will see are:

– msvcrt.dll, msvcr1XX.dll – C runtime libraries, POSIX APIs

– kernel32.dll – most vanilla APIs to manage files, processes, etc

– kernelbase.dll – internal implementations for kernel32 APIs

– wininet.dll and ws2_32.dll – upper- and lower-level networking functions

– user32.dll and gdi32.dll – upper- and lower-level GUI functions

– ntdll.dll – low-level OS management functions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mostly for reference. So if you wanted to, for example, create a VNC plugin you would be working with APIs in the user32/gdi32 family
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A Quick Detour – The Windows API
 Internally, the Windows Kernel uses Unicode strings (UTF16-LE)

– For international language support
Many functions found in the Windows API have two versions:

– An “A”-suffix version that uses narrow (ASCII) strings
– A “W”-suffix version that uses wide (Unicode) strings
 Examples:

– CreateFileA
– CreateServiceW
– RegSetValueExA
 Application developers choose to support Unicode in the program code

– The same goes for malware authors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last piece of the Windows API life cycle is Ascii or wide character stringsLife of an API Call – what happens when in an API call is made?You won’t see the A or W version in source code usually, the compiler decides which version to use based on project settings. Unless you’re dealing with APT actors or sophisticated cybercrime actors, malware authors are dumb. So when you google “how would I do <x>” and look at the code on stack overflow, that’s probably what they’re doing too.
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Life of a Windows API Call – Opening a File 

kernel32.CreateFileA

KernelBase.CreateFileA

KernelBase.CreateFileW

KernelBase.CreateFileInternal

ntdll.NtCreateFile

SYSCALL/SYSENTER •Transition to kernel mode

25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting it all together when we say “this is the only workflow to open files” this is what we actually mean.90% of malware will use CreateFileA or CreateFileW, but mechanically there’s no reason that a ransomware sample couldn’t use the kernelbase function or the ntdll variant. The Internal functions in particular might not be documented. The Ntxx functions share an API prototype with kernel APIs and are generally documented.For POSIX APIs, msvcrtxxx.dll will import something from kernel32 or kernelbase and then walk down the same
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Life of a Windows API Call – CreateFileA

 Disassembly of 
CreateFileA()
– Windows 7 x86, KernelBase.dll

 The ASCII version is a 
wrapper around the 
Unicode version

 On Windows 7 and higher, 
core Windows APIs are 
forwarded to a new 
subsystem DLL, 
KernelBase.dll

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the disassembly of CreateFileA from kernel32. Left up as an exercise of the student to perform the same tracing on CreateFileMapping and friends.
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Ransomware - Analysis
 1) Iterates through files on an infected system 
 2) Opens, encrypts, and writes files

 Think: If I were writing a ransomware, how would I do this?
– Then think: where do I look to find this in the binary?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s our slide from before, we’ve covered the how to open and write files. When looking at the binary any of those createfile APIsSimilarly, many people think using the NtCreateFile will hide analysis, but seeing those low-level APIs used in a binary directly is extremely uncommon�What about finding files?
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 Ransomware can iterate files using the following APIs:
– FindFirstFile

– FindNextFile

 File extension comparison occurs after a file is located using these 
functions

Ransomware Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another lesson: malware authors are lazy 
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Ransomware – Putting it Together

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example the malware would be targeting .jpg, .doc, and .docx files
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API example – Search a Directory (x86 - 1)

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure to mention standard symbolic constants for the 10h label if you haven’t already
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API example – Search a Directory (x86 - 2)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The blocks above searchDir are doing  a convoluted check for the strstr function calls against “.” and “..”
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API example – Search a Directory

32

Find files and/or directories 
matching a regex

Do we care about this file/dir?

Call myself – recurse into next dir

Do the thing

Get files 
one at a 
time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the anatomy of every ransomware on the planet,  more or less. There may be minor differences in stuff like whether the extension check is in a separate function or not,The thing in this context is the ransomware functionality. But finding this function, and then looking at 
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Ransomware - Analysis
 1) Iterates through files on an infected system 
 2) Opens, encrypts, and writes files

 Think: If I were writing a ransomware, how would I do this?
– Then think: where do I look to find this in the binary?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost done…But the biggest question to ransomware is what to do once we’re infected. Is there any way to decrypt our files
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Ransomware - Encryption
Q&A time:

 If you were writing a ransomware how would you design it? What 
algorithm(s) would you use? Any other steps you would take?

34
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 Symmetric

– Single private key to encrypt and 
decrypt (e.g., RC4, AES, DES)

– Possible scenarios:
 Generate private key and send to C2 

server
 Request private key from C2 server

– Advantage
 Fast

– Disadvantage
 Protecting the key is difficult

Encryption Approaches
• Asymmetric

• Uses public key to encrypt, private key to 
decrypt (e.g., RSA, Diffie-Hellman, ECC)

• Possible scenarios:
• Generate public/private key pair on system, 

transmit to C2

• Encrypt files with an embedded or downloaded 
public key

• Advantage
• Key protection

• Disadvantage
• Slow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECC = elliptic curve cryptographyCryptoDefense generated key pair on system and transmitted to the C2CryptoWall 1.0 downloaded a public key from C2 and used it to encrypt files
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 Recognize complex functions that may be part of the encryption/decryption 
process

– Avoid reversing these function and instead hunt for constants and strings 
 PEiD

– KANAL plugin identifies encryption constants and APIs

– Generate an IDC script to markup IDA disassembly

Tools – Crypto Identification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EternalPetya on the left, WannaCry on the right
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 PEiD IDA Pro markup

Tools – Crypto Identification

• FindCrypt IDA plugin
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Crypto Identification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crypto identification tools/plugins work by abusing the algorithm and looking for unique static constants needed for key derivation and etc.False positives are possible, but in general the number 0x7b777c63 is pretty unique to find in a binary.�Possible to take an encryption algorithm like this and change some of the constants, but that’s uncommonNote: Another option to implement crypto algorithms into your malware is by importing a known library, such as OpenSSL. In this case many of these libraries have unique strings. So you can find those, compare to the open source code, and work backwards to figure out which algorithm goes where.
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Ransomware - Encryption
 The Windows API provides a cryptographic API implementing different 

algorithms
– CryptAcquireContext – creates a crypto “object” to use during a crypto session

– CryptCreateHash – creates a hash “object” to use during crypto session

– CryptDeriveKey – key generations

– CryptHashData – guess

– CryptEncrypt/CryptDecrypt – guess
 There are other functions available to set:

– Encryption mode (as applicable)

– The IV

– Padding

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KANAL et al will normally tag all of this information as well
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Ransomware – Encryption (Win API in C)

40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, this was taken from Stack Overflow
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 The Windows API provides a cryptographic API implementing different algorithms

– CryptAcquireContext

Ransomware – Encryption (Win API in IDA)

PROV_RSA_AES includes RSA, RC4, AES, MD5, etc. 
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MSDN is your Friend

42
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Ransomware - Encryption
 The most common implementation for ransomware:

– C2 server generates a PKI pair (e.g. RSA)

– Ransomware binary contains the public key

– Iterate all files on the system

 Exclude/target certain extensions

– For each file, generate a unique symmetric (e.g. AES) encryption key 

– Encrypt the file using AES

– Encrypt the AES key using the RSA key

– Embed/append the encrypted AES key in the encrypted file

– Rename the file to the ransom extension

43

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The highlighted lines are the parts that makes this an unrecoverable situation. If this is not there, regardless of the other steps in the process, files can be decryptedThe alternative to this is the malware author trying to be clever by implementing their own “encryption” algorithm, which essentially amounts to security through obscurity.For step 3 you will commonly see samples ignore system directories, executables, etc. for system stability, or specifically target things like .pdf files, .docx files, etc. because they’re most likely to valuable to a victim
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What if we use nonstandard algorithms?
Malware authors may attempt to “trick” analysts by using custom 

algorithms
– These algorithms are not cryptographically sound, obviously
 From one sample I worked on:

– GetComputerName -> Hash -> Take last 8  bytes

– GetVolumeSerial -> Hash -> Take last 4 bytes

– Rolling XOR between these two hashes

– Concatenate with the target file name 

– Use result from 4 to create an MD5 hash

– Take 8 characters from an MD5 hash and turn it into an AES key

– Encrypt

44

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a reverse engineering standpoint, all this does is annoy usThe only thing that matters practically speaking is the fact that this algorithm doesn’t use any PKI infrastructure. The key generation process, while tedious and annoying, can be reverse engineered without issue to create a decryptor for the sample
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Ransomware – Odds and Ends
 Ransomware commonly use VSSADMIN to…

– … delete shadow copies (e.g. previous versions)
 All malware commonly uses a named synchronization

object (e.g. mutex) to check for infection)
 May use bcdedit to modify system restoration
 May beacon to a C2 to note an infection
 May use benign files to checkpoint when a directory has been

been encrypted

– May be a way to “vaccinate” a system

– e.g. .lock files found in a directory
 Common to see target extension strings to be obfuscated

45

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are all semi-unique behaviors to look for in ransomware samples, some of them may impact analysis and some won’t
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Mutex Creation
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Destroying Backups

47 Ref: https://redcanary.com/blog/its-all-fun-and-games-until-ransomware-deletes-the-shadow-copies/

https://redcanary.com/blog/its-all-fun-and-games-until-ransomware-deletes-the-shadow-copies/
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Ransomware – Wrapping up
 The ransomware note is also a source of intelligence

– Contact information (e-mail? TOR?)

– Payment information (BTC? FIAT?)

– Languages

– Locations
 All of this information is useful for creating a profile against the malware 

author

48
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Ransomware – Wrapping up
 For ransomware network based indicators would include:

– Any C2s contacted to alert the user of infection

– If the ransom note contains a URL (e.g. onion address)
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Ransomware – Wrapping up
 For ransomware the host-based indicators would include:

– Renamed file extension

– Any intermediate or .locked files

– Modifications of registry keys (persistence), or deletion of system restore capability

– Named mutexes to prevent re-infection

50
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Ransomware - Encryption
Malware analysis is an iterative process

– Some tools are specialized for different samples
 Thorough understanding of the Windows API makes reversing easier
 Ransomware analysis is focused on encryption algorithms used and 

possibility of decryption
Combining the above allows you to take short cuts to skip over superfluous 

details when reverse engineering binaries

52
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Questions
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